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Tonkawa*

The Tonkawa were encountered in the 18th and 19th centuries in central Texas.

Groups living nearby, including the Yojuane, Mayeye, Ervipiane, and Sana, may have

spoken related languages, but since they are essentially unattested their status cannot

be determined (Hoijer 1931: ix). Powell's 1891 classification listed Tonkawa as an

isolate, and that view prevails today. Possibilities have been investigated of links to

Coahuiltecan (Swanton 1915, Troike 1967), Hokan (Sapir 1920, 1925), and

Algonquian (Haas 1959, 1967a) but sufficient evidence has never been foimd to

establish an affiliation (Goddard 1979d). When Hoijer published his grammar in 1931,

only six elderly Tonkawa speakers remained, living near Tonkawa, Oklahoma.

Early work on the language includes unpublished vocabulary recorded by Chowell

and Berlandier in 1828 and 1829, and 300 words collected by two Bavarian travelers,

Oscar Ijowe and Baron Friedrich von Rupprecht (Gatschet 1876a,b, 1877c). Gatschet

recorded around 1000 words and 50 pages of texts in 1884 which remain unpublished.

Lesser collected kinship terminology in 1929 (Hoijer 1933). Goddard notes that

striking changes in vocabulary over the 19th century suggest a practice whereby words

resembling the names of deceased persons were systematically replaced (1979: 359-

63). Such taboo replacement of course renders genetic relationships more difficult to

discern. The major documentation of the language was done by Hoijer working with

John Rush Buffalo between 1928 and 1931. His material served as the basis of a

granmiar in 1931 (reviewed in Haas 1939b), a grammatical sketch in 1946a, a

dictionary in 1949a (reviewed in Voegelin & Voegelin 1951), further description of

syntactic suffixes and anaphoric particles in 1949b, and a text collection in 1972. A
Tonkawa paradigm firom Hoijer is reanalyzed in Hymes 1967, and patterns of clause-

combining showing switch-reference are discussed in Jacobsen 1967. The rhetorical

structure of a text from Mr. Buffalo is analyzed in Hymes 1987a. A treatment of

syllable structure in Noske 1993 makes use of Hoijer's Tonkawa material.
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